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Born in the flames of Heaven's wrath, he's all things sin-ful...and too dangerous to love.
An immortal guardian, Aethan's walked alone for millennia, trapped in a hell of his own,
until a feisty mortal crosses his path-a female he shouldn't even look at, one who
shakes the precarious foundations of all that he is-and one who's determined to walk
the edge of danger. She only wants to be normal... All her life, Echo Carter wanted
"normal," an impossible feat given that she can see demons. Now she's determined to
hunt down the demonii responsible for the death of her friend-and no man, no matter
how sexy, will stop her-until she discovers a horrifying truth about herself, forcing her to
turn to Aethan. But when two stubborn wills collide, a dangerous passion ignites... As
evil closes in, will this warrior overcome his darkest fears and claim her as his-or lose
her to a far more sinister fate.
A sensitive wolf shifter and a vicious vampire challenge history, greed, and the very
fabric of their beings in order to stay together until forever comes. Plagued by pain and
weakness all his life, Ethan Abbatt is a wolf shifter who can't shift. Hoping to find an
honorable death by joining his pack mates in a vampire attack, Ethan instead learns
two things: draining his blood releases his pain and his wolf, and he has a true mate - a
vampire named Miguel. Over four centuries old, strong, powerful, and vicious, Miguel
Rodriguez walks through life as a shadow, without happiness or affection. When a
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young shifter tells Miguel they're true mates, destined to be together, Miguel sends him
away. But Ethan is persistent and being together comes so naturally that Miguel can't
resist for long. The challenge is keeping themselves alive so they can stay by each
other's side until forever comes.
This facsimile edition collects all 19 issues of 'Art-Rite' magazine, edited by art critics
Walter Robinson and Edit DeAk from 1973 to 1978. Robinson, DeAk and a third editor,
Joshua Cohn, met as art history students at Columbia University, and were inspired to
found the magazine by their art criticism teacher, Brian O'Doherty. 'Art-Rite', cheaply
produced on newsprint, served as an important alternative to the established art
magazines of the period. 'Art-Rite' ran for only five years, and published only 19 issues.
But in that time the magazine featured contributions from hundreds of artists, a list that
now reads like a who's-who of 1970s art: Yvonne Rainer, Gordon Matta-Clark, Alan
Vega (Suicide), William Wegman, Nancy Holt, Jack Smith, Dorothea Rockburne,
Robert Morris, Adrian Piper, Laurie Anderson, Carolee Schneemann and Carl Andre;
critics such as Lucy Lippard contributed writing. Through its single-artist issues and its
thematic issues on performance, video and artists' books, 'Art-Rite' championed the
new art of its era.
An Italian Dom guides a Swiss banker through the world of BDSM and she threatens
his most important rule. Sparked by curiosity and drawn by need, Swiss banker Claire
asks Italian businessman Luca to introduce her to the D/s lifestyle. He agrees, as long
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as she abides by his number one rule of not falling in love. The two then embark on a
slow, complete and realistic path of liberating Claire's true submissive nature. But as
their lessons progress, blurred lines morph into a child's scribbled drawing when
feelings creep into their playtime. And with new emotions bubbling under the surface,
Luca questions Claire's hard no. She calls "red" and walks away, leaving the Dom sure
he's lost the one sub who finally saw his true desire to be cared for. Now, certain she's
broken his only rule and torn by thoughts of betraying her dead husband, Claire must
decide between exploring the love she's found or locking away her heart with the
ghosts of her past.
Welcome to Harmony—where the rules are a little different. Life is tough these days for
Lydia Smith, licensed para-archaeologist. Seriously stressed-out from a nasty incident
in an alien tomb, she is obliged to work part-time in Shrimpton’s House of Ancient
Horrors, a very low-budget museum. She has a plan to get her career back on track,
but it isn’t going well. Stuff keeps happening. Take the dead body that she discovered
in one of the sarcophagus exhibits. Who needed that? Finding out that her new client,
Emmett London, is one of the most dangerous men in the city isn’t helping matters
either. And that’s just today’s list of setbacks. Here in the shadows of the Dead City of
Old Cadence, things don’t really heat up until After Dark. Includes a preview of Jayne
Castle’s Rainshadow Novel DECEPTION COVE
Protecting Briar is part of Alec's destiny, but he didn't expect to uncover her dark family
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secret. Briar Baker has spent her entire life trying to do what is right, but fate has other
things in store for her. Briar can't seem to escape the darkness that has followed her
from early childhood. It doesn't help matters that her brother, Colton, is silently working
against her. His latest heist against the wrong beings is about to blow up in Briar's
oblivious face. Alec Petlier has always been renowned for his level-headed nature.
After an unexpected robbery, Alec is ready to let the Council of Seven deal with the
repercussions. However, his demon councilmate, Raven, won't let it go until she gets
her revenge. What Alec could have never anticipated is that his role is about to change
from hunter to protector. If you love dragon shifter romances, bad boys, witches, and
alphas who know how to take charge, then you will love Guardian Dragon in the
Council of Seven paranormal romance series. Content Warning: Explicit love scenes
and lots of sexy shifters. Intended for 18+ audiences.
Accountant slash bartender Reg will show rock star Jeremy how to have fun...and
possibly fall in love. Hollywood royalty Jeremy Jameson has lived a sheltered life with
music as his sole focus and only friend. Before embarking on yet another international
concert tour, he wanders into a bar in what he considers the middle-of-nowhere and
meets a man who wins him over with his friendly smile and easy-going nature.
Accountant slash bartender slash adventure-seeker Reg Moore has fun talking and
drinking with The Jeremy Jameson and can't say no when the supposedly straight rock
star makes him a once in a lifetime offer: keep him company on his tour by playing the
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part of his boyfriend. Listening to music, traveling the world, and jumping off cliffs is fun.
Falling in love is even better. But to stay with Jeremy after the stage lights dim, Reg will
need to help him realize there's nothing pretend about their relationship.
The fake relationship was meant to save me, but instead, it's destroying my entire life.
My life was perfect for a hot minute. As an A-list actress dating a billionaire, what else
could I want? But Hollywood is nothing but a fickle beast, and when the tables abruptly
turn on me, I find myself losing everything. The only one who sticks by me is the
unsuspecting dragon, Benedict Kur. He never asked to be dragged into this. He was
just in the wrong place at the wrong time while I was trying to escape the vulture
paparazzi. Fame isn't all it's cracked up to be. I want so much more than my vapid life.
Maybe Benedict Kur can offer a reprieve from the insanity. His loathing for my exboyfriend is almost as strong as mine. Unfortunately for me, my ex has other plans, and
he plans on ruining my life, along with Benedict's. I don't see an end in sight. Author's
note: Explicit love scenes, naughty language, and lots of sexy shifters. Intended for 18+
audiences.
In Transylvania during the Middle Ages, a pack of wolves sets out on a perilous journey to
prevent their enemy from calling upon a legendary evil one that will give her the power to
control all animals.
One dark secret. Five sexy shifters. **This box set includes a NEW series epilogue.** Mate's
CallWhen Quinn Perkins and her mother moved to the sleepy mountain town of Jackson,
Wyoming, she never thought that anything interesting would happen. Alpha's Loyalty After
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breaking out of prison, Rayven must learn to trust Scout. He's a hot as hell alpha with dark
secrets that unravel as they try to prove her innocence. Wolf's Baby Liya and Wren have both
run away from their pasts, but a chance meeting forces them to trust each other and face the
darkness that threatens their lives and their love. Alpha's Duty One bite changes Ferren's
world forever. There is no turning back. Alpha's Secret After Cole imprints on Asra, a dark
family secret threatens to tear them apart. If you love alpha romances, werewolves, bad boys,
and shifters who know how to take charge, then you will love Code of the Alpha. Content
Warning: Explicit love scenes and lots of sexy shifters. No cheating and no cliffhangers.
Intended for 18+ audiences.
The first in a steampunk paranormal romance series in which a woman is transported to a
world filled with vampires and magic. When nurse Tish Everett forced open the lovely locket
she found at an estate sale, she had no idea she was answering the call of Criminy Stain, from
the far off land of Sang. He’d cast a spell for her, but when she’s transported right to him,
she’s not so sure she’s ready to be under the spell of another man. If only Criminy wasn’t so
deliciously rakish… Half the inhabitants of Sang are Pinkies—human—and the other half are
Bludmen, who in Tish’s world would be called vampires. But they don’t mess with any of the
bat/coffin/no sunlight nonsense. They’re rather like you and me, just more fabulous, long
living, and mostly indestructible—they’re also very good kissers. But when the evil Mayor of
Manchester (formerly Bludchester) redoubles his efforts to rid Sang of the Bludmen once and
for all, he steals Tish’s locket in hopes of traveling back to her world himself for
reinforcements. Criminy and Tish must now battle ghosts, sea monsters, wayward submarines,
a secret cabal, and thundering Bludmares to get the locket back and allow Tish to return
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home…but has she found love with Criminy? Could she stay in Sang forever?
The best way to learn history is to visualize it! Since 1998, Josh MacPhee has commissioned
and produced over one hundred posters by over eighty artists that pay tribute to revolution,
racial justice, women's rights, queer liberation, labor struggles, and creative activism and
organizing. Celebrate People's History! presents these essential moments—acts of resistance
and great events in an often hidden history of human and civil rights struggles—as a visual tour
through decades and across continents, from the perspective of some of the most interesting
and socially engaged artists working today. Celebrate People's History includes artwork by
Cristy Road, Swoon, Nicole Schulman, Christopher Cardinale, Sabrina Jones, Eric Drooker,
Klutch, Carrie Moyer, Laura Whitehorn, Dan Berger, Ricardo Levins Morales, Chris Stain, and
more.
Bear shifters. Bad Boys. Four loyal alphas claim their fated mates. One night at an Enchanted
bar changed my entire world forever... I should have just let him have the drink and run. I
didn't. Toby's eyes sucked me in--almost as fast as his lips. I have no idea who I thought I was
fooling. Could a thieving witch and a billionaire bear ever end up together? Of course not. Is
that why I hid our baby from him for years? Or was it his underworld ties and workplace
scandals? Now, I am caught up in something that is forcing me to steal from him. The matter is
life or death, after all. He still has the same effect on me as he did when we first met, but I can't
get sucked in again. If fate finds you once, it has a pesky way of catching up with you
again--not unlike your past. ***** BOOKS IN THIS BEAR SHIFTER COLLECTION Bear's
Desire, Shifter Encounter, Doctor Enchanted, Alpha's Deception If you love alpha bears,
shifters, bad boys, and secret baby romances, then you will love Revenge of the Bears: Bear
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Shifter Romance Collection! Content Warning: Explicit love scenes and lots of sexy shifters. No
cheating and no cliffhangers. Intended for 18+ audiences.
Sharp and funny, K.D. Keenan has inherited the mantle of stalwarts Patricia Briggs and Kim
Harrison, and The Obsidian Mirror is a masterpiece of thrills for every fantasy reader. When
Sierra Carter, an out-of-work PR executive, receives a call from Quetzalcoatl, the plumed
serpent god of the Aztecs, she suddenly has more problems on her plate than unemployment.
Saving the whole planet, for example. Sierra discovers that her former employer’s
semiconductors are in reality a means of spreading a deadly evil around the world. Necocyaotl,
Aztec god of death and destruction, has imbued his essence within every device, causing
people to place their self-interest and selfish desires above all else. Sierra is called upon to
stop him. With his request, Quetzalcoatl offers strange and gifted assistants, Coyotl the
trickster, otherwise known as Chaco, a handsome shape-shifting avatar; and Fred, a
diminutive and mischievous mannegishi. Although Sierra is skeptical, the revelation of a
previously unknown world and its attendants is undeniable. As is the peril Necocyaotl’s return
to power promises. Entering the fray with avatars and mythological creatures alongside her,
Sierra will discover there are incalculable wonders—and dangers—within the new Old World.
Jumping out of airplanes is the easy part. For these smokejumping bear shifters, parachuting
out of an aircraft and into a wildfire is just another day at the office. But playing with fire takes
on a whole new meaning when their fated mates show up. How can anyone truly accept the
beasts within them? Will love be left standing when the smoke clears on these bears' secrets?
Dive into the fire and find out. The Series Compilation Includes Six Bear Shifter Romance
Stories: A Blaze to Bear A Spark to Bear A Burn to Bear A Flame to Bear An Ember to Bear
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Beary and Bright You will love these alpha bear shifters, because they know how to set your
heart on fire! Join the adventure today!
Irish-born Margaret Mary Flaherty leaves New York City for Colorado, carrying the signed proof
her brother Seamus needs to keep greedy landowners from stealing his ranch. Joshua Turner,
U.S. Marshal, is headed to Colorado to investigate charges of cattle rustling and land fraud.
Their paths cross in the middle of enemy territory, where Marshal Turner comes to the aid
when Maggie s stagecoach is attacked by hostile Indians. One look at the handsome Marshal,
and Maggie swears her destiny s calling to her from the depths of his brillant green eyes. One
look at the fiery-haired woman with eyes the color of cornflowers, and Joshua wonders if he s
finally found the woman who will teach him how to love.

She's hiding from her destructive pack. He's the wolf with all the power. Wren Archer
wants nothing more than to forget her Lycan roots and toxic family. After leaving home
at fourteen, she bounced from job to job for nearly a decade, building a wall of
protectiveness around her while avoiding her pack. She might have succeeded in her
plan to hide from the world, if not for Landon Burke. Landon Burke wears his
bachelorhood like a badge of honor. Miriam's spell on the Council of Seven had been
nonsense to him...until he could no longer ignore the signs that his mate was out there.
Inexplicably drawn to a bartender at a nightclub, Landon's cocksure personality takes
an uncharacteristic turn. However, when Wren's resistance to him proves to be a bigger
problem than he anticipates, the Alpha wolf knows he has to take action. Unbeknownst
to Landon, his plan to get closer to Wren might ultimately drive a wedge between them
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so deep that even mates can't overcome. If you love werewolf romances, bad boys,
shifters, witches, and alphas who know how to take charge, then you will love
Forbidden Wolf in the Council of Seven paranormal romance series. Content Warning:
Explicit love scenes and lots of sexy shifters. Intended for 18+ audiences.
With an ancient evil once again threatening to destroy everything she loves, Cassandra
Ambrosia grows ever more determined in her search for the truth about herself, and at
last she makes a discovery which could hold the key to finally breaking the curse on her
family forever. As Cassandra continues her hunt for answers, however, her mates
struggle to keep their headstrong little human safe from both her enemies and her own
recklessness. Deo and Draco do not hesitate to correct Cassandra as thoroughly and
shamefully as they feel it necessary, yet even when her cheeks are blushing crimson
and her well-punished bare bottom is sore both inside and out, she cannot help
delighting in the hard, dominant lovemaking of her two alpha mates. But the final battle
is drawing nearer with every passing day, and even a wolf and a dragon cannot
overcome the foes who approach on their own. If the Ambrosia family hopes to survive,
they will need more than just their skill and courage. They will need the power of the
pack. Publisher's Note: The Power of the Pack is the third book in the Shifters' Call
series. It includes spankings and sexual scenes. If such material offends you, please
don't buy this book.
Discusses the elements of a sign, and looks at pictograms, alphabets, calligraphy,
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monograms, text type, numerical signs, symbols, and trademarks
Easton Novak is hiding something fearsome inside of him. An unconventional
upbringing has turned his inner grizzly into a berserker-one who has all but destroyed
his humanity. Being around people isn't easy. Not when he doesn't understand any of
their reactions, or half of what they're saying. And if he can convince his alpha he's half
sane, he just might let Easton live. But when the raven from Easton's childhood shows
up at his door again, he knows he's slowly sinking into a madness he can't come back
from. She's not real. She can't be. Raven shifter, Aviana King, is terrified of bears.
They're her people's natural enemy, but she hasn't been able to forget the bear cub she
befriended all those years ago. Faced with a loveless courtship she doesn't want, she
visits Easton just to see if the sparking feelings she felt for him when they were kids are
still there. The only problem is, he thought she was just a friendly raven all those years
ago, and now he doesn't recognize her human form at all. But as she searches for the
courage to approach him and his terrifying Gray Back Crew, it becomes clear that the
sweet silver bear cub from her childhood has grown into a powerful, dominant, barelycontrolled monster grizzly. Now, the greatest threat to Aviana's life is the man she
loves. He isn't Easton Novak anymore. He's Beaston. Content Warning: explicit love
scenes, naughty language, and piles of sexy shifter secrets.
Alex Taleisin can't believe fighting for her life in the YMCA parking lot with somethingnot-quite-human; when she learns her family secret, that she is an Elemental, the longPage 11/23
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lost daughter of a female warrior, with a dragon guardian named Collum. Enter an
insane grandfather, a shifter with a hidden agenda, and a witch with a shoe addiction,
and suddenly loner Alex is wishing for a quiet house in the hills with the dragon she’s
falling for -- at least a happy for now ending.
A Wolf A Princess A Dragon The curse that threatens to destroy them all. With his wife
in grave danger from an ancient curse upon his family, alpha wolf Deo Ambrosia must
take drastic measures, and as a last resort he calls upon the powerful dragon shifter
Draco to help protect his headstrong mate. Cassandra obeys the demands of the wolf.
Submits to the call of the dragon. Gives her heart and soul to both. After exchanging
the most sacred of vows, they are no longer one, but three. Will their love be enough to
break the curse? Though following the orders of two stern, dominant alpha shifters
proves no easy task for Cassandra and she frequently finds herself facing stern and
shameful discipline from her mates, she is shocked by the intensity of the pleasure
when the two fearsome beasts both claim her at once. But will her penchant for
reckless disobedience put the entire pack in even greater peril? Publisher's Note: Her
Alpha Mates is the second book in the Shifters' Call series. It includes spankings and
sexual scenes. If such material offends you, please don't buy this book.
Isaac Morningstar III, or Zach to the few who know him, has hit rock bottom. Once an
immortal, nearly-invincible dragon from Medieval times, he's been awakened only to
have his powers and his treasure locked away until he can prove himself to be
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trustworthy and a protector of humans. Since he has never liked humans, Zach is pretty
sure he's going to end up back on ice. That is, until he meets sweet, curvy Erin, a
human hairdresser who might just be his mate.Erin has a pretty routine life, but that
ends when a tall, gorgeous man appears out of nowhere, claiming to be an ancient
dragon with immeasurable power who wants her as his mate. She doesn't know
whether to laugh or run for the hills. But when the mysterious stranger saves her life
and needs her help she can't just turn away. Still, the closer she gets to Zach, the more
she realizes there may just be something truly magical about him. As well as something
dangerous.But as the forces around them close in, Zach is quickly realizing that the
darkness lurking inside him may be greater than he anticipated. And the beast within
may not be the only thing they have need to fear.Warning: contains ferocious dragons,
fearsome fights, fiery love scenes and a fiercely cute three-legged kitten that will steal
your heart. The first in a brand new series with dragons unlike anything Terry has
written!
In the tradition of Octavia Butler, here is radical self-help, society-help, and planet-help
to shape the futures we want. Change is constant. The world, our bodies, and our
minds are in a constant state of flux. They are a stream of ever-mutating, emergent
patterns. Rather than steel ourselves against such change, Emergent Strategy teaches
us to map and assess the swirling structures and to read them as they happen, all the
better to shape that which ultimately shapes us, personally and politically. A resolutely
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materialist spirituality based equally on science and science fiction: a wild feminist and
afro-futurist ride! adrienne maree brown, co-editor of Octavia’s Brood: Science Fiction
from Social Justice Movements, is a social justice facilitator, healer, and doula living in
Detroit.
In Northern Alaska, the temperatures are cold but the Shifters are hot! Join them for action,
adventure, and sizzling romance! For the first time ever, the complete Ice Bear Shifters series
from bestselling author Sloane Meyers is available in one steamy, action-packed anthology.
Follow this clan of sexy polar bear shifters as they beat back the threat of a rival clan, finding
romance and lifemates along the way. This compilation includes all seven novellas from the
series: Bearing the Frozen Night Bearing the Whiteout Bearing the Midnight Sun Bearing the
Black Ice Bearing the Late Thaw Bearing the Frostbite Bearing the Long Road Home Each
story follows a different couple, includes a happily ever after ending, and can be read as a
standalone. And don't let the Arctic Location fool you-the Ice Bears of Glacier Point know how
to heat things up!
"I was hooked from word 1. If you like kick butt women, super hot and cheeky Alpha males,
excitement and adventure then this book is for you" - Advanced Reader ????? From struggling
to even find a match on Tinder to suddenly being desired by four muscle-bound werebears.
Life just got very interesting for Holly Smart... So it all began when I inherited a house in
Oregon from a grandmother I barely knew. This was strange enough on its own.But little did I
know the house came bundled with a bunch of hunky men who not only refused to leave but
insisted I live with them.Oh, and they were all shapeshifting WereBears! They said, it was my
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"destiny" to bear a child with one of them and bring everlasting peace to all of the bear clans in
the world.Sounds crazy right?Yet here I am agreeing to it as there is something about these
men that is just drawing me in.Anyway, strap yourself in as this is where one hell of a freakin'
story begins... If you like authors such as Lynsay Sands, Karen Marie Moning or Deborah
Harkness and also TV shows like Vampire Diaries, True Blood, Twilight or anything that is
steamy and paranormal then you will LOVE this! Scroll back up and pre order now with one
click.
Taryn Malone is stranded, broke, and desperate for help. But even if the sexy bartender she's
been eying offers her a job for the evening ... even if he seduces her with his impossibly
intense blue eyes ... even if every fiber of her heart tells her to stay with him ... she can't.
Because Taryn Malone doesn't exist.
Dark Secrets, sexy romantic encounters, and alpha shifters who know how to take charge.
This werewolf shifter box set is sizzling hot, and ready to be devoured! Shifter Scandal She's
the center of an international scandal and needs to hide. He must choose between her and his
loyalty to his pack. Captured by the Shifter Summer is kidnapped by werewolves, but the pack
leader refuses to let them kill her. Will Summer make it out alive? Unleashed by the Shifter Lily
has always been an outsider and is in danger from someone who is supposed to care about
her. Cruz, the future pack leader, is determined to save the pack's outcast if it's the last thing
he does! Caught Between Shifters Rose is caught in the middle of a love triangle between two
impulsive beasts. When the situation becomes dire, she must choose one or escape, leaving
behind everything she has ever known. Deceived by the Shifter After a wild night in Vegas,
Hollie wakes up to find out she's married to a man she just met. But there's just one
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problem...he's gone and she doesn't know how to find him! Daddy Shifter Everly is falling hard
for her dad's best friend. As if that wasn't enough, he also happens to be the pack leader and
her boss! If you love werewolf shifters, alpha men who know how to take charge, and steamy
romantic encounters that leave you breathless, you will love Birch Mountain Alphas! Content
Warning: Explicit love scenes, naughty language, and lots of sexy shifters. Intended for 18]
audiences.
Time is running out for Bailey Keehan. The sleepy little town of Birch Falls has been lovely, but
now her dark past is catching up to her. Living everyday looking over her shoulder, keeping
herself separate from everyone she meets, and unwilling to endanger anyone by getting close
to them weighs heavily on her. Until Conlan O'Leary steps in to lend a guiding hand to the
lovely, lonely, wary young waitress in his employ and his grandson Michael. Conlan has to
intervene before the restlessness that's plagued the former Army Ranger leads him to wander
away from Birch Falls again. Convinced that Bailey is in some kind of trouble, Mr. O'Leary asks
Michael to find out what the trouble might be, and help her, if he can. Michael suspects his
grandfather has an ulterior motive; after all, the man has been known to play matchmaker. But
Michael soon realizes there's a lot more to the pretty server than meets the eye. Not only is
she on the run, she's also the one woman he's been waiting for his entire lifetime and never
truly expected to find, his heart, his croie. Bailey is determined to keep Michael at arm's length
but after he comes to her rescue one evening, she sees him in a new light. She can't resist a
night with the dark, handsome man who's captured her attention and has had a starring role in
her private fantasies for the last six months. But that's all it can be. One night with her knight in
shining armor. Then she must move on, for his safety as well as hers. Little does she realize
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that Michael has no intentions of letting her go that easily.
Contains nearly 1,800 "secrets" collected at the Software exhibition at the Jewish Museum,
New York City, Sept. 16 - Nov. 8, 1970.
I'm being held captive, and I can't remember anything... When I opened my eyes, Tav told me
he found me in the woods, unconscious and alone. My memory was wiped clean, so my only
choice is to trust him. The attraction I feel for Tav is familiar, but he is a stranger, isn't he?
When someone finally comes looking for me, I don't know who to believe. Is Tav trying to
protect me? Or, is he the one who hurt me? My only hope is that my memory will return, but I
really should be careful what I wish for... All I know is that I want to be a part of Tav's world.
Author's note: Explicit love scenes, naughty language, and lots of sexy shifters. Intended for
18+ audiences.
She's the center of an international scandal and needs to hide. He needs to choose between
her and his loyalty to his pack to protect her. Gabriella Medina is caught up in a scandalous
affair with a well-known politician that has made international headlines. She can't go
anywhere without being recognized and ridiculed as the media is unrelenting. Not knowing
where to turn, she packs her bags and heads for Great Falls, Montana, where she can hide out
until the media storm dies down. Soon after her arrival to the small mountain town, Gabriella is
once again caught up in a dire situation from which she can't escape. The sheriff in town isn't
making it easier, and his cold attitude makes her question his intentions. As the sheriff of Great
Falls, Cameron Lapin is used to dealing with trouble. When a beautiful young woman arrives in
town and immediately starts wreaking havoc, Cameron doesn't plan on putting up with her
attitude. Yet, he can't get his mind off her. When Gabriella is blamed for a horrific crime she
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didn't commit, Cameron wants to protect her, but it could be at the risk of exposing his pack.
Can Cameron keep Gabriella safe without affecting his pack loyalty? If you love werewolf
shifters and steamy alpha romance stories, you will love Shifter Scandal! Content Warning:
Explicit love scenes, naughty language, and lots of sexy shifter secrets. Intended for 18+
audiences.

Determined to live a dark life in the company of the assassin who freed her from
bondage, Sarai sets out on her own to settle a score with an evil sadist. Unskilled
and untrained in the art of killing, the events that unfold leave her hanging
precariously on the edge of death when nothing goes as planned. Sarai’s
reckless choices send her on a path she knows she can never turn back from
and so she presents Victor with an ultimatum: help her become more like him
and give her a fighting chance, or she’ll do it alone no matter the consequences.
Knowing that Sarai cannot become what she wants to be overnight, Victor begins
to train her and inevitably their complicated relationship heats up. As Arthur
Hamburg’s right-hand man, Willem Stephens, closes in on his crusade to
destroy Sarai, she is left with the crushing realization that she may have bitten off
more than she can chew. But Sarai, taking on the new and improved role of
Izabel Seyfried, still has a set of deadly skills of her own that will prove to be all
she needs to secure her place beside Victor. But there is one test that Izabel
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must face that has the potential to destroy everything she is working so hard to
achieve. One final test that will not only make her question her decision to want
this dangerous life, but will make her question everything she has come to trust
about Victor Faust.
Graffiti 101 is a coloring book for adults. To truly master graffiti, you need to be
able to "burn" in black and white. No techniques, no tricks, just straight-up style.
Graffiti 101 contains "outlines" by elite style writers from all over the world. It
offers anyone the opportunity to add their own flavor to a vast array of styles
drawn y graffiti writers ranging from the 1970s pioneers to modern-day masters.
A curvy witness to a murder + the sexy bear shifter bodyguard sworn to protect
her with his life + firefights and fiery passion = one hot thrill ride! Paramedic Ellie
McNeil loves her job, even though her schedule dooms her to perpetual singlehood. But on an overnight shift, she witnesses a murder. Ellie bravely agrees to
testify against the murderer, who runs organized crime in her city. But she'll need
one hell of a bodyguard to make it to the witness stand alive. Growly bear shifter
Hal Brennan runs Protection, Inc., an all-shifter private security company. A
former Navy SEAL, he left his clan's wilderness home for a life of danger and
excitement. His parents keep calling and pestering him to look for his mate, but
Hal is convinced that he doesn't need anyone. Then he's hired to guard Ellie.
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Now the bodyguard bear has a true challenge: to protect his mate... and open his
heart. Bodyguard Bear is a sizzling hot, standalone BBW bear shifter romance.
No cliffhangers!
Ian’s alpha tosses him out of his car at a training camp for worthless and weak
wolf shifters run by a crazy vampire. His only choice is to escape and go lone
wolf. Until he runs into Clare… She actually volunteered for this gig. Her wolf is all
alpha but it’s crammed into a petite package, and she definitely has no mercy
when it comes to him. The work is hard. The training dangerous. Surviving is
optional. Clare can’t stand Ian’s disregard for her authority and he hates her
driven ambition. Sparks fly and teeth are bared. Opposites attract they say. If
they don’t kill each other first. Be sure to pick up A Taste of Shifter Geekdom,
available now for 99 cents!
A spell that defies all rules could cost Lane and Henry their lives and change the
course of history. Hidden away from the world and the Enchanted for years, Lane
Aldwin is finally permitted to take her seat on the Council of Seven, replacing her
grandmother: Miriam. Although Lane was born to a long line of powerful witches,
she feels she is not the right witch for the job--especially when her mother's
ulterior motives lurk behind Lane's every thought. Matters only get more
complicated when Miriam's love spell manifests upon Lane and the Vampire
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Regent, Henry Brandis. Henry is sure he has found his mate, even if Lane is as
uncertain about their relationship as she is about everything else. Unfortunately
for them, happiness cannot be achieved so easily--not with the delusional Julia
Aldwin and other players challenging them with plots that would not only
endanger Henry and Lane's love, but their lives as well. If you love vampire
romances, bad boys, shifters, witches, and alphas who know how to take charge,
then you will love Eternal Vampire in the Council of Seven paranormal romance
series. Content Warning: Explicit love scenes and lots of sexy shifters. Intended
for 18+ audiences.
Macalister Cameron's fantasy comes to life when she's snowbound in Fantasy
Lodge with two incredible men vying for her attention. "What if your romantic
fantasy became possible? Two gorgeous hunks, one dark and surly, the other
blond and bright, lived to please and fulfill you? What if you burned with passion
and only these two alpha males could satisfy you? What if you found out they
had a dangerous secret, and it included you?"
From New York Times bestselling author Sam Kean comes incredible stories of
science, history, finance, mythology, the arts, medicine, and more, as told by the
Periodic Table. Why did Gandhi hate iodine (I, 53)? How did radium (Ra, 88)
nearly ruin Marie Curie's reputation? And why is gallium (Ga, 31) the go-to
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element for laboratory pranksters?* The Periodic Table is a crowning scientific
achievement, but it's also a treasure trove of adventure, betrayal, and obsession.
These fascinating tales follow every element on the table as they play out their
parts in human history, and in the lives of the (frequently) mad scientists who
discovered them. THE DISAPPEARING SPOON masterfully fuses science with
the classic lore of invention, investigation, and discovery--from the Big Bang
through the end of time. *Though solid at room temperature, gallium is a
moldable metal that melts at 84 degrees Fahrenheit. A classic science prank is to
mold gallium spoons, serve them with tea, and watch guests recoil as their
utensils disappear.
We have a dark past, and now he is my sworn protector. My whole life, I wanted
to be someone. I left the drudgery of my small-town life for a coveted job in New
York City.But the past has a way of catching up with you. If I want to prove
myself, I need to go back to Salem and wrap up some business. Running into
Marcel Forrester wasn't part of the plan, and bittersweet memories of the past
have left me both frightened and intrigued. His big blues eyes, powerful position,
and strong presence make me feel safe.But I can't get involved with someone
like him.He has sworn to protect me against a force I didn't even know
existed.However, the powerful Alpha can't save me if I don't want to be saved.
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He can't convince me that something so perfect can last forever. If you love alpha
romances, werewolves, bad boys, and paranormal shifters who know how to take
charge, then you will love Claiming His Mate!Content Warning: Explicit love
scenes and lots of sexy shifters. No cheating and no cliffhangers. Intended for
18+ audiences.
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